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Mexico-Germany: An alliance for the future
Bilateral relations have never been stronger as the pair celebrate the “Dual Year”
etting the benchmark for successful Latin American and
European relations, the long-established diplomatic, economic
and social bonds between Mexico and Germany have never been
stronger as the pair continue to embrace the “Año Dual” (Dual Year)
initiative in 2017. Launched during President Enrique Peña Nieto’s
2016 high-profile visit to Berlin, the huge program of events is an
exciting joint agenda that forms a golden path to an even stronger
alliance in a comprehensive range of industrial, commercial and
cultural areas.
The timing of the “Año Dual” is perfect for Mexico, as Germany
currently holds the coveted Presidency of the powerful G20 network
of nations, with Chancellor Angela Merkel determined to use the highprofile position to intensify international cooperation.
With a strategic position in the heart of the Americas and coastlines
that connect the country to Europe, Africa and Asia Pacific, Mexico is
a modern, forward-thinking and innovative country with a strong and
diversified economy.
Long focused on trade to its northern neighbour, the arrival of
an administration in the US that has pledged to protect American
interests with trade barriers, has yet to deter German investors from
pressing ahead with their capital expenditure plans in Mexico. Indeed,
according to a late 2016 survey by the German-Mexican Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (CAMEXA), nearly two-thirds of respondents
— many of which were small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
— said they commit to major new investment over the coming years.
The automobile giant BMW also remains firmly committed to its
loyal partner — unlike US rival Ford that quickly cancelled a new plant
— and will continue to grow its assets base, including its showcase
$1bn project comprising a state-of-the-art facility at San Luis Potosí.
Other leading German companies that have pledged fresh investment
totalling almost $4bn combined, include Bosch, Daimler, Grünenthal,
Kromberg & Schubert, ThyssenKrupp, and Volkswagen Group.
As the gateway to the most important market in the world — the
US — Mexico benefits to the tune of nearly $20 trillion/year from the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and its extensive
network of additional free trade agreements generates trillions more
dollars.
With preferential access to nearly 50 countries and 1.2bn people,
Mexico is the ideal export platform, with foreign investors supported
every step of the way by public and private sector agencies and
enterprises.
One such example is Mowat Rechtlich & Gentani, a leading Mexican
legal practice that prefers to focus on a select group of clients,
particularly international players with exceptional reputations. The
firm proudly represents leading companies in several industries,
such as food, chemicals, pharmaceuticals, consumer products, IT and
software, services, and hospitality.
The firm also operates an office in Berlin. “Almost 20% of our clients
are German-speaking and virtually every month we win a new one.
Needless to say that our Berlin office gives us clear competitive edge
in this regard as it allows us to be close to our German clients and
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German Chancellor Angela Merkel greets warmly Mexican President Enrique Peña Nieto

serve them in their own language,” explains partner Claudio Marroquín
Mowat. He continues, “Mexico is an extraordinary business and
investment destination that offers attractive returns. To embrace this
potential, the most important thing is to go hand in hand with the right
people in the country.”
Mowat Rechtlich & Gentani combines the best of Mexican and
German business culture. Each member of the forward-thinking law
firm has studied at top universities and has completed a multicultural
and bilingual education. Underlining this point of exceptional service
is that the majority of its clients have received advice and support from
several members of the firm for more than 15 years.
Another Mexican company with a clear focus on German clients is
the successful, independent insurance and bond broker Protección
Dinámica. “We have been fortunate to work with most of the German
industry sector here in Mexico; overall more than a third of our clients
are German,” says President Erich Vogt, who was born in Mexico to
parents of German origin.
Adhering to stringent quality standards, Protección Dinámica
provides its clients, both individuals and enterprises, with a wide
range of integrated services. “We offer complete insurance coverage,

RECHTLICH & GENTAN I
At MOWAT R&G, we specialize in Mexican labor and employment, social security
and immigration law. We provide our clients the best advice and support to help them
develop their business to their full potential. Our attorneys are specialists in their fields
and provide our clients legal protection and efficient solutions for their business. We
provide advice and litigate individual and collective employment matters. MOWAT
R&G has extensive experience in negotiating collective bargaining agreements with
the most important unions across the country. With offices in Mexico City and
Berlin we integrated the best of the Mexican and German business culture.
Ciudad de México | Florencia 31 Piso 10 Colonia Juarez | Mexico| T: 52 55 52 07 73 00
Berlin | Heerstr. 46 | 12621 Berlin| Germany | T: 49 1575 8880464.
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including risk analysis, and negotiate with the best insurers to obtain
premiums for customers at preferential rates, better ones than the
ones that can be obtained elsewhere,” explains Vogt. Reflecting its
international profile, the firm provides services in Spanish, German and
English. Protección Dinámica’s excellent reputation finds expression
in the loyalty shown by customers, of whom almost a quarter have
utilised its portfolio of services for more than 30 years, while a further
quarter have been clients for 11-30 years.
Turning his attention to the growth potential in the insurance sector
in Mexico, the industry veteran adds: “There is still huge growth
potential in the sector; total premiums in the industry still represent
a small percentage of GDP when compared to other countries.” In the
light of this promising growth outlook, Vogt sees a bright future for
his company and also hopes to grow further together with Germany:
“We strongly believe that the current “Año Dual” is an excellent
opportunity to strengthen our already close ties with Germany and
German businesses.”
Facilitating the rapid around-the-clock flow of goods to, and from,
destinations around the world, DICEX is a leading provider of freight
transportation services. DICEX was born as a customs company and
evolved towards other services of high differentiated value. Today
the dynamic company is specialised in international commerce,
is the largest customs broker in the republic and offers clients a
comprehensive range of warehousing, distribution and logistics
solutions.
The highly-efficient group’s business units includes Terminal
Logistics, a streamlined provider of professional services related to
the operation, administration and marketing of bonded warehouses,

as well as air, sea and
multimodal
cargo
terminals.
Founded in 1988
with a core focus on
customs
activities,
the
award-winning
company
handles
millions of items
Erich Vogt
Eduardo Cantú
per year in a diverse
President
CEO
range of sectors,
Protección Dinámica
DICEX
including for the
automotive, electronic, foods and groceries, aerospace and consumer
goods industries. DICEX operates in 30 customs offices in Mexico and
eight in the US, giving it the ability to handle exports to more than
120 countries. “We already have experience of working collaboratively
with German companies and hope to participate in a new project for an
important shipbuilder that will be established in the state of San Luis
Potosí,” says DICEX CEO Eduardo Cantú.
“Having a presence in Mexico is extremely strategic for companies
seeking to develop international projects. Here they can find an
adequate infrastructure and the appropriate people to have industrial
and logistical platforms to export worldwide, particularly to countries
with which Mexico has trade agreements.”
An industry pioneer, Junquera y Forcada is a dynamic and modern
Mexican law firm with international renown that brings together
professional experts in various fields to offer an outstanding portfolio
of professional services.

SERVICES
• NAFTA Customs Brokers
• Logistics and Transportation
• Warehousing
• Consulting
• IT Solutions

We are the Mexican
point of reference
for your protection
and effective
risk management
General Director
Sr. Erich Vogt Sartorius
General Subdirector
Lic. Víctor M. Alonso Guzmán
International Director
CRM Peter Weber
Finance Director
Elisabeth Vogt de Weber

+52 (81) 5000 8900
info@dicex.com
dicex.com

SERVICES
• Administration and operation
of bonded warehouses
• IT solutions
• Consultancy
• Real estate development
• Loading and unloading
services
• Bonded trucking

Air & Ground Cargo Terminal

+52 (442) 314 2156/57
contacto@terminal.com.mx
terminal.com.mx

Av. Periferico Sur 5452, Col. Olímpica Del. Coyoacan
Ciudad de México, México 04710
Tel. +52 55 5549-3680, 5484-0900, 5447 0400
info@protecciondinamica.com

Erich Vogt, at your service since 1955
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JUNQUERA Y FORCADA, S.C.

Integral Legal
Services
Civil, mercantile and criminal litigation
Legal consultancy at a domestic
and international level
Corporate consultancy

(55) 5488-1420
bufete@junquera.com.mx
www.junquerayforcada.com.mx
www.junquerayforcada.com.mx
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Designed to satisfy the testing demands
of national and foreign customers, the
experienced legal specialists set the
benchmark throughout its comprehensive
range of services in the civil, corporate,
mercantile and criminal litigation. Over the
past four decades, the company has provided
support, help and advice on a wide range of
issues to countless leading public and private
sector organisations in Mexico, from the US Ángel Junquera
Managing Partner,
and countries throughout Latin America and
Junquera y Forcada
Europe — including many German firms.
Junquera y Forcada employs 40 lawyers who cater to the needs of a
diverse client base. In addition, the firm has a skilled interdisciplinary
research activity, with this division of professionals in constant contact
with leading research centres, higher education institutions, and public
and private companies in Mexico and abroad. The company even has
its own magazine, “Mundo del Abogado” (Lawyer’s World), with the
successful niche publication approaching its 20th anniversary.
The practice is headed by Managing Partner Ángel Junquera, who
proudly states: “We are a solid firm with an international presence
and have never had the slightest intention to grow in excess; our
top objective is the quality of service as this is what gives you the
opportunity to develop in an important way. We are part of two
international institutions of lawyers that are very important at a global
level: the International Union of Lawyers, and the International Bar
Association.”
As Mexico’s economy grows and new industries emerge, such an agile

THIS IS NOT A RESORT.
THIS IS AN EXPERIENCE.

Palafitos – Overwater Bungalows at El Dorado Maroma

For more information visit KarismaHotels.com
Riviera Maya, Mexico
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operator like Junquera y Forcada is adapting
its services and knowledge to take advantage
of the opportunities created by new legislation
and related legal and investment-related
mechanisms. “We are venturing into the
energy sector as there is an evolution in this
field,” Junquera explains. “We participated in
the energy sector reforms and so must also be
part of the actual transformation.”
Rafael Feliz
Turning his attention to the fast-growing
Chairman and CEO
investment in his country by German
Karisma Hotels & Resorts
companies, Junquera reveals he is extremely
enthusiastic about the short, medium and long-term potential of
existing and new partnerships between Mexico and Germany. “Mexico
can act as a natural window to develop all that German creativity and
technology and also is an opportunity not only to come and invest, but
to create a major exchange,” he explains.

Tourism arrivals reach record high
“Mexico is a country with many millennia of history, fabulous cuisine,
many different activities and a great history, but most of all we have
warm and friendly people open to sharing the beauty of our country,”
says President Peña Nieto.
Despite negative headlines about the challenging security situation
in some pockets of the country, foreign travellers continue to flock to
its many natural and cultural attractions in record numbers, with more
than 35 million visitors arriving in 2016 — up almost 10% on 2015.
Now the ninth most visited country in the world, Mexico’s tourism
industry offers an array of investment opportunities, especially in the
hospitality industry as business and leisure travellers seek rooms and
related services to maximise their enjoyment.
Germany is key source of tourists for Mexico. With more than
240,000 visitors in 2016, Germany is the sixth market of foreign tourists
for the country; while Mexico is a top destination for Germans in Latin
America, absorbing around 15% of all German tourists in the region.
Germany is also one of the fastest growing source markets for Mexico.
Widely known for its creative and innovative approach to hospitality
management, Karisma Hotels & Resorts provides exceptional guest
experiences, ranging from chef-prepared cuisine, beach butlers, and
product innovations including private swim-up and infinity pool suites,
to traditional all-inclusive properties.
The group’s portfolio comprises 26 boutique properties with 4,592
rooms under seven brands: El Dorado Spa Resorts & Hotels by
Karisma; Azul Beach Resorts; Karisma Villas; Generations Resorts by
Karisma; Allure Hotels by Karisma; Hidden Beach Resort by Karisma;
Karisma Hotels Adriatic and Nickelodeon Hotels & Resorts.
Karisma is also a brand steward for Germany’s TUI Group, one of
the world’s top travel companies, by managing and marketing flagship

Built with
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Estructuras y Paileria Especializada SA de CV
Telephone: +52 444 824 12 00
Email: direcciongeneral@esypesa.com.mx
Website: www.esypesa.com.mx
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luxury brands Sensatori and Sensimar Hotels
throughout Mexico, as well as the Caribbean.
Karisma Chairman and CEO, Rafael Feliz,
says: “We are after sustained growth, but do
not want to lose our corporate essence, that is
having the ability to provide our clients with a
unique and unforgettable holiday experience.”
Through strategic alliances with worldclass partners, Karisma regularly sets new
benchmarks in the industry and launches Sergio A. Cruz
CEO, Industrias
brand new concepts. The company’s landmark
Automotrices RC
partnership with Viacom since 2014 allows
Karisma to incorporate the Nickelodeon Experience in its resorts and
redefine the luxury family travel experience. Mexico’s first Nickelodeon
property is slated to open in winter 2017/2018 on the Riviera Maya.

Auto industry investment accelerates
Automotive production represents one of the most dynamic and
competitive industries in Mexico. Over the years, Mexico has positioned
itself as today’s seventh-largest producer of motor vehicles and the
fourth largest exporter, behind Germany, Japan, and South Korea.
Mexico is also the world’s sixth largest exporter of automotive parts.
Mexico’s automotive sector does not only absorb a major part of the
FDI that flows into the country, the sector is also the top generator
of foreign reserves. With several recent large-scale investments of
German auto makers, Germany is making a significant contribution to
the sector’s further growth.
By 2020 the Mexican automotive industry is expected to produce
nearly five million light vehicles for 13 brands in more than 30
production facilities. The rapid growth of this flagship sector is
creating countless opportunities for local operators as vital partners
and providers of specialized products and services like metals, plastics,
wires, glass, and lubricants.
One such example of this transatlantic success story is Industrias
Automotrices RC, a local company with more than 40 years’
experience in the supply of original equipment and spare parts to
vehicle manufacturers such as Volkswagen and Daimler.
Recognised for excellent products designed to meet the most
demanding needs of its customers, the firm’s four plants and 250-strong
workforce manufacture rubber and metal components for vibration
and impact control, and metal stamping.
“We have formed alliances with German companies to offer
precision products, while in other areas we work with German-

Your Rubber Solutions
for NVH needs

David Pascual
President
Desarrolladora Marabis
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designed technologies,” explains Industrias
Automotrices RC’s CEO, Sergio A. Cruz
Suarez.
“Mexico can learn a lot from Germany and
this support will help the development of
Mexican companies. Achieving a combination
of the two cultures will be extremely
powerful: the efficiency of the Germans and
the creativity of Mexicans.”

El Bajío — a hotspot for German investors

Stretching into states such as Querétaro,
Guanajuato, Jalisco, Zacatecas, and San Luis Potosí, El Bajío is a
powerful magnet for foreign investors seeking to utilise highly talented
and dedicated workforces.
An award-winning constructor and developer of industrial parks in
the heartland of Mexico in Guanajuato State; Marabis builds industrial
buildings through turnkey projects for firms to own, or to lease on
medium or long-term contracts.
With more than 500 developed hectares in three modern industrial
parks — not including land reservoirs set aside for future expansion —
Marabis is the biggest world-class industrial infrastructure platform in
the region and home to tens of thousands of workers.
The largest private industrial park in Guanajuato, Castro del Rio
Technoindustrial Park is home to 80 established companies from
seven countries, who enjoy excellent infrastructure and direct access
to Federal Highway 45.
At the gleaming Marabis Abasolo Industrial Park close to Federal

MEX ICO´S CENTE R FOR
B USINESS & IND USTRY

Industrial Developer and
Construction Company
3 industrial parks in central Mexico
Design and construction services
Build to suit for lease / own
Available building for lease
Delivery on time by work schedule
Lump sum
Prime industrial infrastructure
Abundant labor force
11 German firms have selected
our sites

Schaeffler Group
Kromberg & Schubert

Action against vibration
Industrias Automotrices RC
Karina Toxqui, Business Development Director
ktoxqui@grupo-rc.com.mx | Tel: +52 313 623 6280
www.grupo-rc.com.mx | www.teknokaucuk.com.tr
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Querétaro has a
dedicated and highly
qualified workforce.

The Aeronautical University
of Querétaro is the first
and only of its kind
in Mexico.

Querétaro’s success is based
on the ‘Triple Helix’
model: Education –
Industry – Government.

“27% of company executives say
Querétaro is an ideal place
for investment”. - KPMG

www.queretaro.gob.mx
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uso indebido de los recursos de esta obra, programa o acción deberá ser denunciado

QUERÉTARO

fines políticos, electorales, de lucro y otros distintos a los establecidos. Quien haga

As a key component in the engine of Mexico’s economy with impressive
annual growth of almost 8% — nearly four times the national rate —
Querétaro is understandably proud of its status as the only region in
the country with a global investment grade rating — AA+ by financial
services giant Standards & Poor’s.
Connected to the US through the NAFTA Highway and with access
to four ports on the Pacific Ocean and two ports on the Atlantic Ocean,
Querétaro has an incredibly strong pull factor for companies in a
diverse range of sectors.
The range of natural, human and fiscal incentives form a potent
mix and have created clusters of firms highly active in the aerospace,
automotive, IT, home appliance, and biotechnology sectors. German
enterprises are among the many foreign firms to have found Querétaro’s

todos los contribuyentes. Está prohibido el uso de esta obra, programa o acción con

Growth engine at the heart of Mexico

allure irresistible as they seek to maximise
its many competitive advantages. Indeed,
Querétaro is a great example of an extremely
fruitful collaboration between Germany and
Mexico.
One of the key assets of Querétaro is its
people, equipped with the right knowledge
and skills at nearly 330 educational institutions
that offer specific technical classes and courses
and a further 10 institutions that prepare their Francisco Domínguez
Governor of the State of
graduates for a technical career. All of these
Querétaro
educational institutions collaborate closely
with the business community. Querétaro also counts more than 60
universities offering majors in engineering, technology, business
administration, social sciences, educational and human sciences.
“The availability of a highly-skilled labour force is clearly an asset
that distinguishes Querétaro and makes it an ideal place for any foreign
company involved in the production of high added-value products,”
says Francisco Domínguez Servién, Governor of Querétaro State.
As part of his drive to attract fresh international investment to his
state, the governor will visit Germany later this year with the aim of
establishing new partnerships and evaluate together with companies
and governments opportunities for investment. “We are hopeful
that our visit to Germany will result in fresh German investment in
Querétaro, what will create new jobs and boost overall prosperity in
our state.
“It is important to have direct contacts in Germany and showcase
to the German business community, and authorities, the benefits of

por partido político alguno y sus recursos provienen de los ingresos que aportan

Highway 90, six transnational automotive companies have taken up
residence, with Germany’s Kromberg & Schubert among those present.
Many multinationals are also considering establishing operations at
the company’s latest exciting real-estate project — Marabis Comonfort
Industrial Park — that sits close to Federal Highway 51.
“We will continue to provide the industry with quality real estate
solutions at a good price,” pledges Marabis President, David Pascual.
“Most of our first customers were German auto parts companies;
German companies are very focused on their workforce. The industry
has even replicated the model of training and employment used in
Germany. A technical school within the same industrial park follows
the German dual training model so students receive professional
training at companies. Around 1,500 students are trained there.”

“Esta obra, programa o acción es de carácter público, no es patrocinado ni promovido
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A company that has grown hand in hand with Querétaro is
Constructora Chufani, one of the top 10 construction companies in
its field in Mexico. The Querétaro-based general contractor offers
a full range of services, from design to construction of industrial,
institutional and commercial buildings. Certified to the highest global
standards in the industry, the talented firm’s core focus is quality,
safety, environmental care and project management.
Founded 25 years ago, Constructora Chufani provides a committed
and satisfactory service to national and international companies
with highly efficient projects, both in terms of cost and lead times.
Specialising in “fast-track” projects, the firm is supported by skilled
professionals in architectural design, cost control, structural,
mechanical, electrical, electromechanical installations and earthwork
engineering, which are handled using its own best-in-class machinery
and state-of-the-art equipment.
“Ninety percent of our projects are with foreigners and we are
always looking for even more markets,” says Sergio Chufani, President
and CEO. “Mexican enterprises can certainly strengthen themselves
by forming foreign alliances to ensure a high quality product that
satisfies the country’s needs.”
Major German investment has also been seen in Mexico’s north
eastern areas such as San Luis Potosí, especially by Bosch and BMW in
projects that will create thousands of direct and indirect jobs.Among
local enterprises that stand out as ideal partners for German companies

Main offices: Eje 126 No. 286, C.P. 78395, San Luis Potosí, Mexico.
Locations: Monterrey, Saltillo, San Luis Potosí, Querétaro, Silao,
Irapuato, Salamanca, Celaya, Toluca y Ciudad de México.
Phone: +52 (444) 853 55 55
informacion@macmh.com.mx
www.montacargas-ac.com.mx
www.prismagroup.de

25 YEARS
BUILDING
EXCELLENCE
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26 years of experience
and service in material
handling solutions
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Francisco Domínguez Servién, Governor of Querétaro State

is MAC Montacargas, a leading provider of customized solutions to
increase warehouse productivity for a broad spectrum of clients.
Established in 1991 the firm is an authorised distributor of market
leading brands, allowing it to offer a broad range of equipment —
including forklift trucks and articulated booms — for material handling
solutions for projects of every magnitude. Among its clients are leading
German companies such as Continental, Daimler, Getrag, or DHL.
“Our service is based on a full analysis of our clients’ needs and
then the provision of appropriate tailor-made solutions. We provide
an integral service, not only top equipment,” says CEO, Carlos R.
Mendizábal Pérez. “As part of our expansion strategy we recently
invested more than 90 million Mexican pesos, strengthening our
regional presence with new branches as well as with investments
in our product range. I see a lot of potential for us to grow further
together with German companies here in Mexico,” he concludes.
A similar outlook has the 100% Mexican construction company
Estructuras y Pailería Especializada, S.A. (ESYPESA). The company
has been involved in the construction of steel, specialised boiler making
and mechanical and electrical assembly of machinery, including the
“start-up” of machinery, for a quarter of a century.
ESYPESA understands the importance of delivering to budget and
on time and is deeply committed to optimising customer satisfaction
in all the projects it undertakes. “Our company accomplishes three
main functions: steel, machinery assembly and automotive racks, as
well as its distribution from warehouses,” says ESYPESA CEO Jesús
Torres Sandoval.
Beyond years of experience working closely with German companies,
as a former participant of the Manager Training Programme ‘Fit for
Partnership with Germany’ sponsored by the German Federal Ministry
for Economic Affairs and Energy, Torres Sandoval has a particular
understanding of the German business culture. “Equipped with
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“Querétaro is not only a beautiful state, it is also one of
the leading states in Mexico when it comes to its economy
and its economic performance over the last years.”

Aerial view of Querétaro State’s beautiful capital, Santiago de Querétaro
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closer collaboration with Querétaro, and demonstrate the success
stories of German companies already established here. Some of these
companies have duplicated their production within 2-5 years, these
success stories are a strong argument in our favour in convincing
more German companies to invest here. Our visit will help us to raise
awareness for this and reinforce our state’s position on the investment
map of German companies.”
Yet, Querétaro is not only an ideal place to invest, it also offers
distinguished living conditions thanks to the state’s rich cultural
heritage, its amazing gastronomy and numerous impressive historical
sites, some of them are considered as UNESCO World Heritage, such
as the historical center of the capital city.
With that said it is no surprise that Querétaro is the second most
visited non-beach destination in Mexico. With new touristic products
such as the ‘Ruta de Arte, Queso y Vino’ that allows visitors to
experience Querétaro’s nicest places while at the same time learn
more about the local art, cheese and wine, the government is further
cementing Querétaro’s status as first-class touristic destination.
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CERTIFICATIONS: OHSAS 18001: 2007
ISO 9001: 2008 LEED

Contact: Sandra Schumacher, contact@chufani.com

www.chufani.com
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what I learnt in this exciting programme, my
objective is to amplify ties to Germany to grow
my business further.”

Sowing the seeds of growth
With a favourable climate and fertile soils,
Mexico is a leading grower of agricultural
produce such as avocados, tomatoes, berries,
as well as corn, sugarcane, wheat, and
José I. Escalante
sorghum.
de la Hidalga
Established 31 years ago, Velsimex boasts the
CEO, Velsimex
most complete line of phytosanitary products
available in the Mexican market, with its operations including the
wholesale distribution of chemicals and allied products.
The forward-thinking Mexican company enjoys close relationships
with highly successful foreign partners from countries including
Germany, with its catalogue of products ranging from herbicides and
fungicides, to insecticides.
“There is a lot of stability and development at Velsimex and we have
grown a lot; we are now the sixth largest supplier in the country,” says
CEO José I. Escalante de la Hidalga. “The combination of German
discipline with Mexican flexibility creates a powerful synergy that
results in an excellent work environment.”
The senior executive continues: “Mexico’s calling as an exporter of
agricultural products is surprising as 10 years ago Mexico did not grow
berries, apart from strawberries, but now, we are the leading exporter
of this fruit. The agricultural sector is of utmost importance for the
further progress of the country. The sector absorbs a large amount

Mother and infant whale in the Laguna de San Ignacio, B.C.S.

www.velsimex.com

of labour, generates economic stability and a favourable dynamism
between the people who live and work here, as it improves their
quality of life.”
Besides being an entrepreneur and executive, Escalante de la
Hidalga is also a passionate writer. Among his publications one finds
the series of ‘Sintiendo los Patrimonios de México’, complete books
showcasing in a vivid way Mexico’s 42 UNESCO World Heritage Sites
complemented with a selection of stunning photographs, mostly shot
by Escalante de la Hidalga himself. “This book reflects my love for
Mexico; it gives me great fulfilment travelling to the different sites of
my country and through my books raise awareness for the treasures
of my country.”

Buried treasures offer lucrative returns
Mexico’s unequalled natural resources extend to the vast amount of
precious metals and minerals waiting to be discovered underneath its
diverse terrain. The republic is the world’s largest producer of silver
and boasts vast reserves of gold, copper and zinc, assets that are
expected to see the value of the national mining sector jump to almost
$18bn in 2020, versus $16bn in 2016.
Hoping to tap into this lucrative sector, a delegation of nine German
mining companies recently travelled to Mexico to meet local officials
and explore potential business opportunities.
A leader in the mining exploration sector in Mexico and Latin
America, Detector Exploraciones utilises state-of-the-art technology
designed for geology and topography as a multidisciplinary consulting
services company.
“Mexico has only explored around a third of its mining potential,” says
Detector Exploraciones General Director, Jesús Herrera Ortega. “We
have yet to explore the other 70%, but already have access to metallic
minerals, non-metals, marbles, even minerals for construction.”

D e t e c t o r

E x p l o r a c i o n e s

The leading Mexican
Company in the mining
exploration and operation
market in Latin America
j.herrera@detectorexploraciones.com.mx
www.detectorexploraciones.com.mx
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